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The Church, the tone it produced was so shrill and irreverent that the pilgrims thought of dancing rather than praying during the “ungodly piping.” The clergy and the pious monks considered the first organs frivolous and mundane, to use the expression of the times. The organ, however, did eventually find its way into the service of the Church at this time. Its admission into the sacred precincts was predicated on its ability to supply that musical element which forms the basis for its being accepted even today and which through the length and diameter of its pipe dimensions it is especially designed to supply, namely, a fixed pitch. In spite of its raucous tone the organ was tolerated at first because it helped the singers to maintain a steady pitch. (The problem of singing on pitch was no less acute in the 11th than in the 20th century!)

It will not be necessary here to describe in detail the evolution of the portative organ or the primitive organ of the early period when organists were called “beaters.” These early instruments are described in many fine histories on the subject. Suffice it is to say here that these early organs contained some twenty pipes all of which had different lengths but the same diameter. Though additions were made to the number of pipes used no appreciable difference is noted in their pitch or tonal color because they all had the same diameter.

Apart from such attempts to add to the basic pipe ensemble no musical function other than an ability to produce a rudimentary kind of fixed pitch was actually developed in the organ of the Romanesque Period (950–1250). We shall therefore consider pitch as the organ ideal of that era. The next advancement in the evolution of the organ was destined to take place in another and later century.

**Gothic Period: Tonal Strength**

The organ with more than one keyboard and some pedal evolved in the fifteenth century, the Gothic period, which was justly called the summit of the middle ages. Like other periods, this was also the sum-total of an ever growing and ever moving human activity, and did not represent in any way higher or lower standards for artistic ideals than any other age. No doubt, it possessed its own characteristic aesthetic air, expressed pre-
dominantly in the magnificence of the Gothic cathedral. The deep religious zeal and fervor which resulted in the Crusades, stamped its spirit and expression on all human undertakings. Therefore, in the music of the Gothic era we find attempts at the same elaborate construction and painful details as in architecture, painting, etc. The composers worked on their compositions imbued with the same religious spirit as the monks working on their famous hand-printed, Omate Volumes of their libraries. We find that the Gothic motet shows all the characteristic elaborations and super-impositions of the music of the period. There are hidden contrapuntal devices, the solution of which was a secret of the masters as were the methods of medieval alchemy. In many instances the voices were to be improvised, (known as 'super librum' singing, or 'dechant sur le livre,' meaning: discant with closed books) or had each a different text, mixing secular tunes, instrumental parts for fillers into the medieval motet.

The role of the organ, we assume, was greatly different from that of only 'helping intonation' of the chant. Its main duty was first of all to fill the vast spaces and the high arches of the Gothic cathedrals. Then again, it had to support and also alternate with a group of singers, who were maintained and trained at the 'Schola Cantorum' of each important cathedral, parish church and princely court-chapel. The element of the medieval mysticism was reflected in the 'miraculous contraptions' which organ builders began to include in their 'positive' (stationary, contrary to 'portative') organs. One such was the Zymbelstern, a percussion stop of revolving miniature bells arranged in a form of a star, which had its beginnings at this time. The aim was to put fear into the congregation (ad majoris excitationem devotionis) by the mystic moving bells — later figures — displayed on the organ cases. In general, the antiphonal and accompanimental usage of the organ brought out an instrument representing a colorless mixture tending to elemental tonal strength — which is the characteristic organ ideal of the Gothic period (1250–1450).

**Renaissance: Imitation**

The next hundred and fifty years embrace the Golden Age of Polyphonic Music and are ordinarily known as the period of Humanism or Renaissance. The transition into the new era was a gradual one as is always the case. In historical perspective we can see the principal traits of one era either fading out of existence or overlapping into those of a newer and later age. In the Renaissance we see the somewhat crude attempts at choral polyphony of the Gothic Age flower into a style of music writing that is virtually unmatched for its beauty and technical refinement. In sheer volume of output, too, a new vigor and purposeful activity is to be noted. May it be said here, however, that the music of the Renaissance, in spite of the tremendous up-swing in the composition of polyphonic masses and motets noted at this time, was far from being exclusively vocal as is commonly believed. Recent research has shown that the art of instrumental playing and music writing was not dormant. It can be stated with certainty now that some of the Flemish polyphony, for example, of the early Renaissance was not intended for human voices but for instruments. Parts of masses, for example, had to be 'supplied' by the organ, or other instruments, common at that time. Such procedure was already known to some extent in the Gothic period. In performance it was customary to interpolate the Gregorian Chant with organ music. This procedure was known as the canto misto contrary to the canto puro. When the 'Ceremoniale Episcoporum' forbade this, a new type of alternation came into use, known as playing the versetti —, i.e. elaborate organ interludes in between verses of hymns, Magnificat, etc. These innovations plus the Reformation, with the advent of the Protestant Choral and congregational singing, which also came about at this time, — placed new demands on the instrument of the church.

Inevitably, the bulk of the Gothic organ sounds had to be divided then into smaller and softer parts. In these tonal subdivisions were stops of high and low pitches, marking the forerunners of the footage that designate the pitch of the pipe-rank. Builders began to pay more attention to the wind opening of the pipes, thus resulting in soft and loud tones and a greater effort to make a study of the diameter of the pipes. Therefore, we may safely conclude that the idea of 'voicing' saw its birth in the fifteenth century in these efforts. As most of the labelled organ stops had their equal among the instruments commonly in use at that time, we may assume that the organ ideal of the Renaissance period (1450–1600) commences to be imitative. Many of the stops, mostly of fluty character, were unlabelled on the early organs and even those of later periods. It was taken for granted.
that the masters of the organ, similar to the masters of other branches of arts, should be experts in their craft and for them at least labels were unnecessary. In addition it was considered undesirable to divulge "trade secrets."

The Renaissance period tapers into the Baroque era. The Portuguese word Barocco is the name of irregular pearls which were freely used in decorating gold and silver articles — mainly jewelry. In architecture, it signifies the use of carved and contorted forms. In art history, synonymous with Roccoco, Baroque suggests the cultivation of irregularity and the usage of elements out of the ordinary. In music great events took place during the period. Just to mention a few: the tempered tuning, which made it possible that every tone could be used in all keys (Werkmeister, organist of Halberstadt, d. 1706); Amati, Stradivarius, Albani, etc., great masters of violin making brought the string instruments to their highest perfection; the important reforms of Gluck, concerning opera; and at last, but not least, — the apex of organ music in the works of the great cantor, Johann Sebastian Bach.

Early Baroque: Contrasts in Voicing

In the early part of the Baroque Era the elementary strength of the organ is missing. The rise of chamber music at this time with its emphasis on intimate sounds and individual musical lines results in new efforts at voicing in organ design in order to make it possible for the organ to express effectively the contrapuntal works of the era. Organs of this period were still in evidence before the last war in Germany. Michael Praetorius (the Latin name for Schultz or Schultzze) described these organs in detail in his famous 'Syntagma Musicum' (1615–20). Following his description, in 1921, Dr. Oscar Walcker (at that time head of the E. F. Walcker & Company organ builders, Lugwigsburg, Germany) and Dr. Wilibald Gurlitt (director of the 'Musikwissenschaftliches Institut' at the University of Freiburg) reconstructed the so-called Praetorius Organ. This 2 manual 20 stops organ was placed in the hall of the Music Institute of the University of Freiburg. The specifications should be known to all interested in organ building. For the sake of references we shall repeat the stop-list, which since 1921 was much publicized:

**OBERWERK** — Grossgedeckt 8, Nachstern 4, Principal 8, Octava 4, Mixtur 4 rks., Schwiegel 1, Ranckett 16.

**IN DIE BRUST** — (played from Oberwerk) Klein Lieblich 2, Baerpfeife 8, Geigenregal 4.

**RUECKPOSITIF** — Quintadena 8, Blockfloete 4, Gemshoerlein 2, Zimbel 4 rks., Spitzfloete 4, Krummhorn 8.

**PEDAL** — Untersatz (stark) 16, Posauenbass 16, Singend Cornet 2, Dolzianbass (reed) 8.


Description of some obsolete stops:

Ranckett 16: This rank of pipes has a quiet, pleasing tonal quality and blends readily with the various flue stops to produce beautiful combinations. It is at the same time excellent as a filling stop without giving too dark a color to the tone. The body (the largest being about a foot high) encloses a second resonator. The outside resonator is sealed and has only small sound-holes.

Baerpfeife 8: The construction of this pipe shows two funnels joined with their outside rims, a third funnel
in upright position being placed over the two. The sound opening is covered, except for a narrow slit. The tone has a characteristic, unique charm and could be compared with our best Vox Humana stops.

Krummhorn 8: is more an ensemble reed than solo.

Geigen Regal 4: When used in full ensemble it replaces the effects of the strings of the modern organ. The narrow scaled reeds have no bodies. They yield a light yet soft singing tone. This stop may be coupled effectively with the Gedeckt or Quintadena 8'.

Singend Cornet 2: A sharp penetrating stop with narrow scale resonators, yet having a fine singing tone.

Zymbelstem: Several miniature bells on a pneumatically driven wheel. They were generally tuned in a chord (C, G, or F), but many builders used also unharmonic Zymbelstems, which blended splendidly with the old Regals, Dolzians and sharp Mixtures.

For the benefit of the so-called 'purists' who have a warped notion about the Tremulant, we point out that this organ had one effecting all stops! It is well known that artistic tone cannot be without a judicious amount of undulation — be it the case of human voice, or playing a non-keyboard instrument. The only non-keyboard 'instrument' which is absolutely devoid of undulation is the 'fish-horn'. A good Tremulant should not 'wobble' but gently undulate the tone and its use should be limited.

The organ ideal of this early Baroque was the fine contrast in individual voicing. Historians and organologists are of the opinion that the Bach Organ was a combination of Baroque organ and another organ named after a contemporary builder — the Gottfried Silbermann (d. 1753) Organ. This was an instrument suitable for the harmonic, vertical compositions as well as for the polyphonic, horizontal works of the period. The majestic magnitude and the highly contrapuntal nature of John Sebastian Bach's art required a union of the two above ideals: the transparent Baroque and the Powerful Silbermann organ.

Romantic Era: Orchestral Groupings

With the end of the Rococo period (appr. 1800) we arrived at the activities of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven, who through their immortal contributions are living figures of our contemporary concert halls. For this reason it will not be necessary to elaborate upon attending circumstances and the characteristics of their period. It is well known to most of us. Let us, however, pursue the subject of our wandering organ ideal.

The Bach organ had not a chance to crystallize. The anti-religious movement started and reached its notable climax in the French revolution. The general course of events secularized the churches and the organs were placed in buildings other than churches. Gradually there evolved the new organ ideal for that period. This organ was much inferior in transparency to that of the previous period, but it was more expressive and flexible. The main idea was to imitate the instruments of the symphony orchestras which started to become popular in the 19th century. This obsession of imitation brought out the ideal instrument of the period — an organ that tried to sound like an orchestra.

At the turn of the 20th century, pneumatic action followed by electro-pneumatic action came into general use. Builders and organ designers became engaged in constructional details and the tonal scheme became secondary, neglecting and forgetting the fine traditions of previous eras. Accepting the idea, that organ pipes sufficiently create their own harmonics, — builders began to eliminate mixtures and aliquots from the tonal design. Keen competition among the builders to construct an instrument larger than all previous organs became a nuisance. The different manuals, which before represented individual tonal lines, lost their character because one section merely became the duplication of the other. All tonal independence became jeopardized by the 'build-up system' and the 'chorus representations' in every manual. This ideal, which still exists in our midst, is known as the Romantic organ ideal of the period previous to the first World War.

Now, as to the present time there is a movement on foot which advocates the formation of the new organ ideal of our age. Just as in the previous eras, the evolution of this ideal is slow and will take considerable time. This ideal might be an in-
instrument with the latest technical achievements which would unite the crystal clearness and majestic splendor of the Bach-Silbermann organ with our very best modern tonal features, an instrument on which one could adequately perform organ compositions of all times according to the style of the period.

The Present and the Future

In spite of necessary precaution, so as not to become extremists — in my opinion — the work of a new renaissance and reconstruction should go on today in organ-building. From instruments originating in the pre-Bach and Bach period, then again from contemporary writings on organ construction, essentials to the tonal scheme should be adapted into our organs. Obsolete stops hitherto thought and described in the dictionaries of organ stops as useless, could be reconstructed in improved modern forms, as was done in Germany before the last war. These are known as the ‘Bachian’ stops or ‘period stops’. The slogan should be: larger scale pipes, lower wind pressure, characteristic individual voicing on the premises of installation, all blended into an artistic ensemble which if necessary, could in some respects compete with the modern orchestra — but not as its main consideration. All these, coupled with the latest inventions in mechanism, plus our own beautifully voiced, modern, fiery reeds and exquisite solo stops — not to forget some of our very fine and dignified percussions — will give the answer to our modern organ ideal of today. An instrument which would meet the demands of not only the past composers, but also of the contemporary composer. An instrument on which one could perform equally well in the style of any period, compositions from all organ schools. Considering that one has but two hands and two feet, organs with more than 4 manuals exceeding 100 stops are cumbersome and should be very rare. The number of couplers should always be limited, so that the tonal scheme be not distorted. Therefore, our present day organ ideal should be: a modern organ which incorporates Bach-Silbermann tonal features, neither Baroque, Classic, or Romantic!

In concluding let us not forget that music has always been an integral part of Catholic Liturgy. The priceless musical heritage of our Holy Mother the Church is a well known historical fact. Through the ages world famous organs presided over by the greatest virtuosos have served the church in the proper presentation of the Mass and other offices. The growth of the organ — organa, meaning in Greek, instrument of instruments, as does biblia book of books for the Holy Bible — is clearly traceable in the glorious history of our church music. In spite of the fact that organ music may be at low ebb at one time or another in some localities, we can proudly claim leadership in aiming for the highest possible ideals, as far as the progress of the organ is concerned. So, as always: ECCLESIA PROCEDAT — and the faithful follow!

*Just to mention a few of our contemporary concert artists holding church positions: Dupré, Marechal, Peeters, Langlais, Curboin, Germani, Piché, Salvador, etc.
WHILE HARMONIC AND RHYTHMIC FEATURES make it clear that the masses of Kodály and Villa-Lobos are products of the present century, it is at the same time evident that the composers kept an eye on the sacred music tradition of the past and adapted their style accordingly. One would not confound this music with “profane” music. The melodic lines are easy to assimilate, the counterpoint moves according to accepted principles, there are no extended passages of intense and unrelenting dissonance. The music is clearly free of the Caecilian traditions, however, and in the Villa-Lobos setting (notably the Sanctus) there is a definite nationalist tinge.

Three more modern composers, who have directed their efforts to music for the mass, come up for consideration now.

Rubbra

Edmund Rubbra’s Missa in Honorem Sancti Dominici (Op. 66; dated 1949) is forthrightly liturgical in its unadorned presentation of the text, and unquestionably modern in its harmonies and rhythms. The composer uses diatonic progressions, flavored with unabashed dissonances and frequent open chords; but when the desire seizes him, he leads the chorus through whole sections of key changes. Thus the Credo starts in C-minor, but by the time we have arrived at ante omnia saecula, we find ourselves in an E-minor cadence. A recurring feature of the harmony — almost a mannerism, it appears, — is the consecutive fifth and the consecutive octave. The open fifth also occurs frequently within the choral texture as well as in the final chords. The use of dissonance, as stated above, is free and natural. In the Sanctus, for instance, there is hardly a bar but contains a dissonance either of the second or the ninth. The counterpoint is not merely an “added attraction” but is thoroughly integrated with the music and reveals the composer to be a worthy disciple of the late R. O. Morris. Mr. Rubbra, like Kodály, encounters trouble about two-thirds of the way through the Credo. He puts aside all counterpoint and dividing the voices into seven parts takes them through a freely-rhythmed section in which the parallel movement of the choral blocks is only occasionally broken by contrary motion. The section is hardly long enough to cause monotony, but one surmises that the composer at this point ran out of ideas.

The text is easily master of the music in this work, though a couple of phrases in the Gloria (miserere nobis, and suscipe, etc.) are drowned out by the opposition of three voices against one. This technique occasionally employed also by Renaissance polyphonists frequently militates against the intelligibility of the text. The melodic line can perhaps best be described as severe. It never betrays a hankering after nineteenth-century lyricism, but neither does it reveal the acidity of much modern writing. As a whole the mass is a distinctive contribution from the pen of a modern composer who deserves more attention from Americans than he has till now received. His most important work has been done in symphonic form, which he uses “as a vehicle for thought, instead of regarding it as playground for technical ingenuities and attractive aural patterns.”

Poulenc

“Francis Poulenc’s musical personality,” writes Martin Cooper, “has no precedent in musical history.” And a little later: “He is a musical clown of the first order, a brilliant musical mimic and an adroit craftsman who pieces together the most heterogeneous collection of musical styles to form an unmistakably personal style of his own.” After such a penetrating critique of Poulenc, it is almost pointless to enter into an extended investigation of the composer’s mass, for almost every word of Mr. Cooper can be verified in it. The work is what analysts would call a pastiche, a piecing together of the serious and the light, the old and the new. The date of composition is given as 1937 —
the composer must have had a spurt of fervor back in those days for one notes that his set of four Tenebrae Responsoria, which go under the name of Motets pour un Temps de Pénitence, were composed during the next year. Poulenc’s mass, entitled Messe En Sol Majeur, is like Rubbra’s, both brief and intended to be sung a cappella. It contains no Credo. The sol majeur of the title ought not to taken too seriously for multitonality would seem to describe more aptly the composer’s carefree transition from one key to another. The Kyrie and Agnus Dei are predominantly in G; the Gloria passes through a number of keys and comes to rest in B; the Sanctus is in E; the Benedictus is multitonial again—finally ending in E.

The employment of dissonance and other devices that the moderns have taken to heart is both skillful and effective. The four voices are frequently separated into divisi sections, with the result that six, seven, and eight part harmony appears. Melodically the mass is effervescent, joyful, and colorful. I take it that Poulenc intended his work for use in church, and it comes so close to being on the side of the angels that it almost sounds like carping to find fault with it. The Kyrie presents a theme which passes through a number of guises and finally ends up in a full-blown melody in the Agnus Dei. As presented in this final section, the melody is pleasingly chant-like.

On the surface there seems every reason why this music should sound like a worthless hodgepodge, for on first hearing the various sections seem pieced together from disparate and unallied composers. The Kyrie and Gloria, it is true, have much in common—moments of piety alternate with brittle, jerky chords. It is precisely this jerkiness which puts the mass in a terra dubia as far as a liturgist is concerned. A number of phrases towards the end of the Kyrie could perhaps be overlooked, but when we reach the Gloria and see how distorted some of the words become because of the rhythms to which Poulenc has set them, one begins to feel that this music is too bold for church. Thus the Qui tollis is set to a pattern of broken rhythms in which the basses bob up and down in laughable jerks and starts. The conclusion of the Gloria certainly deserves an A for brilliance.

The Sanctus is a tour de force set right in the middle of the mass and reveals a master craftsman at work. At times I cannot but feel that here the words are only a vehicle and the music rides on its own self-sufficient course. The melody to be sung très allant et doucement joyeux, moves along like a frisking stream, mounting in volume and force as it proceeds; the words frequently fall where they may, and the repetition appears to further the musical logic rather than anything else. In the Benedictus we find ourselves momentarily in something like nineteenth-century idiom, but a sequence of key changes and dissonances jolts us back to the present. The entire section breathes reverence and worship. The Agnus Dei, in its restraint and chastity, is in a different world from the earlier sections of the mass. It has a delicacy and finesse so easily associated with the French. Considered simply as a piece of music, Poulenc’s mass commands admiration; yet one regretfully feels that the clown and the mimic in the composer come too much to the fore in several places.

Stravinsky

“I cannot compose until I have determined what problem I must solve.” Thus the personal confession of Igor Stravinsky. It is the sad fate of our twentieth-century composers to have to approach music in such wise—though secretly one wishes for the old days when music came forth from the soul, unburdened with any such preoccupations. However that may be, Mr. Stravinsky came face to face with a first-class problem when he undertook the composition of a mass.

More than anyone in the world of contemporary music, Stravinsky has fought for the principle that “The expression of personal emotion, or even emotion of any kind, is not an essential function of music.” Assuredly, as his disciples endeavor to point out, he has no grudge against emotion as such, but he is strongly opposed to the deliberate working-up of an emotion just for the sake of the emotion. The distinguished Mr. Aaron Copland has written of the composer’s recent works: “Sobriety is the keynote—it seems hardly possible to create a music of less sensuous appeal.”

What then, is the source of interest in Stravinsky’s music? Why does the world stand agog whenever one of his works receives its premiere? The interest in Stravinsky’s music—we are told— stems from its intellectual content. “Stravinsky composes music about his intellectual experiences just as last century’s composers wrote music about their emotional experiences... That the adventures of the mind, no less than the adventures
of the heart, can be the subject of musical discourse, is a commonplace that still needs shouting from the housetops. Mr. Lawrence Morton's statement is succinct and revealing.

From about the end of World War I, the endeavor of Stravinsky, as of so many moderns, has been to return to the ideal of composers of a former age. "The first concern of a composer of the earlier centuries was impeccable craftsmanship," says Gerald Abraham. And a page or two later: "The modern composer often feels an affinity with Bach . . . the superb master of his craft." That Stravinsky has in fact become a master craftsman cannot be doubted for a moment — the study of his scores is practically bewitching.

At this point I had better watch out or else our discussion will trail off into a series of quotations — without my getting in a word edgewise. But so much has been written by or about Stravinsky that quotation seems to be the most natural expedient. And to be truthful the countless books, magazine articles, and critical essays that have been written in defense and explanation of Stravinsky's music have the accumulative effect of making the reader at first awed, but then suspicious. Is the music unable to explain itself? Is the contemporary audience of serious listeners so unperceptive as to need a bar-by-bar account of what is taking place in the music? Must a composer nowadays take upon himself the strange role of publicist?

This is not the place to enter upon a discussion of the ultimate validity of Stravinsky's ideas. That he has had ideas there is no doubt; whether his best music reflects these ideas is questioned by many. It would be interesting to be alive fifty years from now if for no other reason than to see how a more detached age will catalogue him. John Culshaw is humorously irreverent in his treatment of the idol: "... Stravinsky who, in the nineteen-twenties, changed his musical dress with the rapidity and inconsequence of a mannequin on a busy afternoon." And again: "During the nineteen-twenties (the average listener) could obtain little help from the bewildering statements of Stravinsky and his disciples, or from other exponents of neo-classic, anti-romantic philosophers. For whereas atonality, its technique, origins and intentions may quite convincingly be explained to anyone who is intelligently curious, the principles of neo-classicism are so delightfully vague and self-contradictory (and most of the music so ambitious-ly dull) that they amount to a matter of faith rather than reason. When Stravinsky claimed that there was neither emotion nor expression in his latest music, the remark was not an observation in respect of the music, but a directive to the faithful who, with due solemnity, promptly confirmed the emotional vacuum."

It is in the light of Stravinsky's declared principles that one ought to approach his mass, for quite clearly there is nothing in the entire repertoire of either sacred or profane music that is like it. The best analysis — especially of the craftsmanship of the music — comes from the pen of an ardent Stravinsky partisan, Mr. Robert Craft. To Mr. Craft's analysis I can add nothing, though for those who are unacquainted with the work, a few words by way of introduction may be in place.

The actual composition of the mass occupied the composer off and on from 1944–1948. It is set for four mixed voices (children's voices preferred) and ten wind instruments (2 oboes, 1 cor anglais, 2 bassoons, 2 trumpets, 3 trombones).

The several sections of the mass, though diverse in conception, are in no sense a pastiche. The interest in the six Kyries is essentially harmonic, while the Christes contain some of the most extended counterpoint of the entire mass. The Gloria, which is for the most part an interplay between duet and chorus, is a unique combination of grace and severity: the instruments, the initial solo and the following duets present passages characterized by decorative melody and rare rhythmic units. Against these passages the chorus inserts brief and recitative-like phrases. This method of recitative is taken up again in the Credo, and used throughout the entire section until the Amen, when a very brief counterpoint is brought in. At times one is reminded of the Ambrosian Gloria, as the monotonous lines succeed one another, though the Stravinsky recitative moves about the scale a bit more freely. The Sanctus is akin to the Gloria in its ornate melismatic lines. There is frequent occurrence of quintuplets and triplets; for myself, the syncopated beat of the Pleni sunt is distracting rather than persuasive. After the involved writing of the Sanctus, the Benedictus returns to a more plain choral style, with the jumpy and joyous Hosanna again appearing. The Agnus Dei, to me the severest piece of the whole set, is distinguished by the fact that introduction and interludes are provided by the instruments, but the actual singing is entire-
ly a cappella; a simple chordal style prevails. It is perhaps unnecessary to state that as a whole the mass is strongly dissonant. The wind instruments with their austere and — shall we say — uncompromising accompaniment, further the over-all feeling of aridity. Mr. Rubbra speaks of the “general diatonicism of the writing,” an observation which points out the fact that all chromatic “sweetness” is out-of-bounds here. Though there is no exact model or exemplar for this mass, we are told that we must go back to pre-Renaissance composers to find something like Stravinsky’s approach. An examination of some of these early works reveals the truth of this contention — points of similarity may be seen in the rhythmic freedom, the melismatic melody, and the wind accompaniment.

Final judgment on Stravinsky’s work must be held in obeisance. “Whether it is a lasting contribution to the corpus of liturgical music, it is impossible to say, but at any rate it is an original one.”

If the somewhat conventional grades of difficulty (A B C and so on) were applied to modern music, very much of it would be rated D — Very Difficult. And the masses we have investigated would fall under this grading too, though perhaps it would be better to call the Kodaly and Villa-Lobos compositions C (difficult). But the former needs sopranos who can go very high, and the latter, since it is written for a cappella singing, needs a chorus that can keep its pitch faithfully. The Stravinsky setting clearly requires a very competent and carefully trained ensemble.

It is this difficulty in performing modern music that keeps so much of it out of the repertoires of our ordinary choral groups. And if the composer feels that no one is going to use his music, naturally he will feel scant desire to spend time in composing it. So we find ourselves in something of a vicious circle. The only way to reach a partial solution would be to encourage groups which are really competent to strike out on a new path and undertake the performance of some of these modern works. The composers themselves should be informed when their works are being used; the news should be published in our magazines; and thus other composers would receive the type of motivation necessary to put them into action.

Modern music is here to stay — and like the ardent church patrons of the Renaissance, we should do our best to see that it raises its voices not only to please man, but also to praise God.

Notes
5 Ibid., p. 199.
6 Abraham, op. cit., p. 121.
7 Culshaw, op. cit., p. 114.
8 Ibid., p. 141.
9 The writer knows of three analyses: Corle, op. cit., p. 201 ss.; Lederman, Minna (ed.). Stravinsky in the Theatre. New York: Pellegrini & Cudahy, 1949, p. 100 ss. And thirdly, the program notes for the Victor recording of this mass. Unfortunately the records appear to have been withdrawn from the Victor catalogue.
11 Ibid., p. 254.

CORRECTIONS

Father Guentner wishes to bring to the attention of our readers two corrections in his last article of this series.

Page 194, bottom of second column should read:
“Bartók had to put off Brahms and Schönberg to unlearn Neo-Romanticism.”

Page 196, middle of first column:
“the spirit of the music does not seem inappropriate for the sacred rites.”

The Meaning of the
“MOTU PROPRIO” JUBILEE YEAR
Summed up in Three Articles
THE LITURGY AND PARISH LIFE
Rev. Dr. Percy Jones
A STATISTICAL REPORT
W. Francis Goineau
REMINISCENCES OF FIFTY YEARS
J. Alfred Schehl
See the November-December Issue of CAECILIA
SISTER M. LEONETTE'S chronicle of service in the cause of the liturgical revival in music is proof of the truth that ideas are explosive; they have consequences.

Ten years ago, Sister M. Leonette, O.S.F., of the School Sisters of Saint Francis, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, was sent to Madonna High School in Aurora, as choral and orchestral director and general music instructor. There was nothing extraordinary about her teaching procedure, her classroom method. She was outstanding in nothing, except for the fact that she lived and taught an idea. One day that smoldering idea caught on fire and since that day she has kept the flame burning actively engaged in the liturgical music apostolate.

She herself does not know how it happened. But those who watched her sensed that its source was a secret desire to share a love for the liturgy through active participation in its song. Her field was a small one; she knew that. But she also knew that the four hundred girls she contacted through teaching would carry her enthusiasm for the place of music in the plan of the Church's worship to their homes and parishes. Her plan was to help toward integration of worship with life by providing the knowledge of and the opportunities for active participation in the feasts of the liturgical year. The chants she practiced with the students, the hymns she taught, the prayer-songs she used in class work, were her way of bridging the gap between a life of work and a life of worship.

Year after year during the eight years that she revised, planned and revised again her general music education courses at Madonna, she saw attitudes change. In many cases she saw her ideas cause minor eruptions in the minds of her students who had caught her fire. And little by little these mental shake-ups were producing permanent effects upon their life of worship.

In 1946 Sister was asked to speak at the National Catholic Music Educators Convention in Detroit. The subject assigned to her was a para-phrase on the ideas that had molded her teaching; "The Musical Aspects of the Divini Cultus in the High School." Through this convention contacts were made in the field of music education in the liturgical apostolate. It was inevitable that Sister Leonette should ultimately become active in the National Catholic Music Educators Association.

From the beginning she has served that organization most faithfully. As Co-ordinator of the Rockford Diocese of the Illinois Unit, she has worked with her committee since the spring of 1950 to reactivate that unit. She brought all the enthusiasm with which she directed the orchestra and chorus to the work of awakening the Illinois Unit of the NCMEA. By the fall of 1950 the work of Co-ordinator resolved into Sister's appointment to the Presidency of the Illinois Unit by Monsignor Goebel.

Sister's work as President fits securely under the organization's aim: general music education for every child. The Illinois State Convention in 1952 stated it this way; more and better music for every child in every grade. But characteristically, Sister gives that aim her own specific twist. For the Catholic music educator training integrated Christians, "better music" can only mean the music of the Church. The Catholic child in the Catholic school is the potential priest, today's and tomorrow's worshipper. Sister M. Leonette believes and acts on the belief that unless the music instructor places a strong hand to the formation of that worshipper, she has failed. She has failed the child; she has failed her profession, and she has failed the Church.

The activities sponsored by the Illinois Unit under Sister M. Leonette's direction bore the stamp of her convictions. The workshops and clinics were geared to give the choral directors, choir masters, and teachers who attended a wealth of practical teaching helps, but, what was more, to give them a strong injection of enthusiasm of renewed zeal for their work. Sectional Masses, calling together students from the several areas in Illinois provided an opportunity for these students to lift their voices in the praise of God, to join together in prayer, and to encourage each other with mutual enthusiasm.

This program of activities was climaxed in 1952 by the State Convention held at the Morrison Hotel in Chicago, March 24-25. Here again.
Sister’s plan for this convention was directed toward the why of music education.

Sister M. Leonette’s work as President of the Illinois Unit of the NCMEA, as choral and orchestral director, as music educator, is shot through with the purposeful vitality of one who sees a goal and refuses to be turned from it. She is a music educator with an idea, an idea that calls for relentless effort, and is, even yet, giving vital energy to the life-stream of the liturgical music apostolate.

Sister Leonette’s new assignment is this year at Alverno High School in Chicago.
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CHRISTMAS SONG by Michael Praetorius; for SATB Voices; Arranged and English text added by E. C. Currie; Cat. No. 1940; 16 cents net.

The name of Michael Praetorius has for many years been associated with the popular Christmas chorus “Lo, How a Rose E’er Blooming”. His name comes to the fore once again as the composer of another Christmas chorus to which the editor-arranger has given the title: Christmas Song — Born on This Day. The diatonic lines of the composition will sound best in an a cappella performance. The original German text is “Geborn ist der Emanuel, Der Herr Christ.”

LO, HOW A ROSE E’ER BLOOMING by M. Praetorius and SHEPHERDS IN THE FIELD ABIDING a Besancon Carol; for SSA Voices and optional accompaniment; Cat. No. 1941; 16 cents net.

Already available in an SATB edition (Cat. No. 1807) this brace of Christmas choruses is now presented in an arrangement for Three Equal Voices.

TWO ITALIAN CAROLS “When Christ Came Down to Earth” and “O Come and Adore Him”; arranged for Two Equal Voices and Organ by N. Borruchia; Italian and English texts; Cat. No. 1939; 16 cents net.

The Pastorale type of melody as a basis for a Christmas song has been traditionally attributed to Italian origin. Even Handel knew this and borrowed a traditional Italian tune for his Pastorale Symphony in the Messiah. The “Tu Scendi Dalle Stelle” is such a tune and one widely sung during the joyous season.

PROPER OF THE MIDNIGHT MASS OF CHRISTMAS; for Two Equal or Four Mixed Voices and Organ by Rev. A. M. Portelance, O.F.M.; Cat. No. 1944; 25 cents net.

The first four pages only are shown of this new setting of the Midnight Mass Proper. The choral recitative character of the music brings it within the ready grasp of choirs making the most rudimentary beginnings in the singing of propers of the mass.
THE MUSIC AT THE EUCHARISTIC CONGRESS

by Rev. Robert Hayburn

Sydney, Australia — April 12 to 19, 1953

CATHOLICS FROM ALL PARTS OF AUSTRALIA as well as the Pacific Islands joined in The National Eucharistic Congress held at Sydney from April 12th to 19th. And in addition to these, Catholic visitors came from many other nations and continents. His Eminence Norman Thomas Cardinal Gilroy, Archbishop of Sydney, who had been appointed Papal Legate to preside over the Congress, welcomed his overseas guests. Included among them were their Eminences Gregory Peter XV Cardinal Agagianian, Patriarch of the Armenians, and Valerian Cardinal Gracias, Archbishop of Bombay. There were Archbishops and Bishops from India, Ireland and the United States of America.

The Music Director

The events of the Congress week centered around St. Mary's Basilica, Sydney. And the music of the Congress was under the direction of Rev. Percy Jones, Ph.D., Mus. D. This priest-musician has two doctor's degrees, Philosophy and Sacred Music. His doctorate in music was earned at the Pontifical Institute of Sacred Music in Rome. Doctor Jones is Vice-Director of the Melbourne University Conservatorium of Music. For the last seven months he has been acting-director during the absence abroad of Sir Bernard Heinze. In addition to his university work he carries out his priestly duties, as well as conducting the choir of boys and men at St. Patrick's Cathedral, Melbourne. Doctor Jones enjoys a high place in the musical life of Australia and he is well known along the lines of musical research and composition. Five of his Australian songs will be published in London and Australia this year. And in doing so he has traveled about twenty thousand miles. During this last half year Doctor Jones has conducted five summer schools in Sydney for teachers, religious and lay. And during January he gave a summer school for teachers in New Zealand.

The Congress commenced on Sunday evening at St. Mary's Basilica, April 12th, with the Liturgical reception of the Papal Legate. On this occasion Dr. Jones conducted the Congress Festival Choir of 300 voices in the following compositions:

"Ecce Sacerdos" — Palestrina; "Veni Creator" — Casciolini; "We Stand for God" — Congress Official Hymn; "Faith of Our Fathers"; "Jesu Dulcis Memoria" — Vittoria; "Tantum Ergo" — Palestrina; "Regina Coeli" — Lotti.

The Theological Students from St. Patrick's Seminary, Manly, under the direction of Rev. J. Walsh, sang:

"Tu Es Petrus" — Perosi; "Oremus pro Pontifice" — Refice.

The second great musical event was the Cardinal's Reception held on Tuesday evening, April 14th, at the Town Hall. This was attended by the Prime Minister, Governor, and the three Cardinals as well as the visiting hierarchy. On this occasion Dr. Jones conducted the Sydney Symphony Orchestra and the Congress Festival chorus of 300 voices. They sang the following program:

"Behold a Great Priest" — Percy Jones; "Easter Hymn" — Mascagni; "The Lord Is My Shepherd" — Schubert.

Organ recital — Mr. Andre Marchal; "Noel" — Daquin; "Finale from 1st Organ Symphony"
The third musical event was the Pontifical Mass on Wednesday, April 15th, at St. Mary’s Basilica celebrated by His Eminence, the Papal Legate. The Proper of the Mass was sung by the theological students from St. Patrick’s Seminary, Manly, under the direction of Rev. J. Walsh. The rest of the music was conducted by Dr. Jones and was sung by the Congress Liturgical Choir. It included the following:

"Ecce Sacerdos" — Palestrina; Mass: "Missa Super Cantu Romano" — Heredia; "Jesu Dulcis Memoria" — Vittoria; "Regina Coeli" — Lotti.

On Thursday, April 16th at St. Mary’s Basilica the Pontifical Mass for Religious was celebrated by Archbishop McQuaid of Dublin, Ireland. The choir of nuns, priests and brothers completely filled the cathedral. They sang the following Gregorian program under the direction of Dr. Jones: "Ecce Sacerdos"; "Veni Creator" — Mass: "Cum Jubilo"; “Credo I” — Offertory: "Adoro Te"; “Tota Pulchra Es”; "Regina Coeli"; “Christus Vincit.”

On Thursday afternoon the celebration of the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Motu Proprio of Pope Pius X on Sacred Music was held at St. Patrick’s Seminary, Manly. The Apostolic Delegate to Australia, Archbishop Paul Marcella, now Apostolic Nuncio to France, presided over the session. Many of the hierarchy, clergy and laity of Australia were present. Father Jones delivered a challenging paper on the Sacred Liturgy. And the seminary choir presented a program of Liturgical Music. Of particular interest were the settings made by Father Jones of various propers of the Mass. These he set to the caputulum tones of sext and terce. They are a simplified form of the proper, prepared for the average parish choir, but are exceedingly beautiful. At the conclusion the Apostolic Delegate gave a talk of appreciation to thank Dr. Jones for his work in Australia and at the Congress.

On Saturday morning there were two events of musical interests. At St. Mary’s Basilica Solemn Mass in the Byzantine Rite was con-celebrated by three priests of the Oriental Rite. His Eminence Cardinal Agagianian presided and preached on this occasion. The music of the Mass was sung by a mixed choir of Oriental Catholics. The Greek words were rendered in four part harmonized settings which had a modal flavor. The Mass was very impressive and the singing was beautiful.

The second event was the Mass for women held at the Sydney Showground. The music for this occasion was sung by a choir of 2400 children. They were placed in the coronation stand, which is made up of two levels. Father Jones conducted on one level and Father R. Harden of Rosebery directed on the other level. Considerable rehearsal was necessary to prepare the children for the alternating and synchronizing of the two sections. The program included the following:

Proper of the Mass: "Votive of B. V. M." (sung by seminarians)

Ordinary: "Missa Surrexit Christus" — Butz. Credo I, Ecce Sacerdos, Magnificat; Adoro Te — O Salutaris; Regina Coeli — Christus Vincit.

On Sunday April 19th, the concluding day of the Congress, Solemn Mass was celebrated at St. Mary’s Basilica at 11:30 A.M. On this occasion the Proper of the Mass was sung by the seminarians. The Liturgical Choir, under the direction of Father Jones sang this program:


The final event of the Congress was the Eucharistic Procession which commenced at 3:30 p.m. at St. Patrick’s, Church Hill and continued to St. Mary’s Cathedral. About 24,600 priests, nuns, and laity marched in the procession, and about 750,000 witnessed the event. At the conclusion of the procession His Eminence Cardinal Gilroy imparted the Papal Blessing and consecrated Australia to the Holy spirit. He then gave Solemn Pontifical Benediction of the Most Blessed Sacrament. Then the entire throng listened with rapt attention as at 5:00 p.m., the bells of St. Peter’s in Rome announced the broadcast of an eleven minute address to the Congress by His Holiness, Pope Pius XII.

During the procession Father Jones directed a group of singers, placed on the Cathedral steps, in various hymns and motets. They broadcast these over a wonderfully arranged series of loud speakers placed along the line of march. This arrangement, like that used at Lourdes, France, succeeded in keeping a marvelous unison while the vast crowd joined in the hymns. The whole event was superbly organized and the effect was one never to be forgotten.

1 This paper will appear in the November-December Issue of CAECILIA.
When the Congress was completed Father Jones invited me to be his guest at Melbourne’s St. Patrick’s Cathedral so that I could hear the choir of men and boys which he trains there. My impression of the choir at St. Patrick’s Cathedral is that it is among the first choirs of the world. On Anzac day (Australian Memorial Day) they sang the Requiem Mass of Palestrina. And on Sunday, April 26th, they sang the Mass of the Fifth Tone by Vittoria. The blend and balance were superb, and the whole effect was entirely satisfactory. The boys’ tone was of a light string quality, rather than the customary flute tone. And the effect was a perfect joining with the tone of altos and men. The tone was like that of the Vienna Choir boys, only more refined.

During my days at Melbourne I was the guest of Father Jones at an organ recital of Mr. ANDRE MARCHAL which took place at the Melbourne Town Hall. At the conclusion of the recital Mr. Marchal improvised on a theme submitted by Father Jones.

The impression of liturgical music in Australia is that every effort is being made to fulfill the wishes of Holy Mother Church. There is great enthusiasm and interest. The great leader at the present time is Father Jones, and his leadership is intelligent, forceful and artistic. Australia has reason to be proud of her efforts and her success in the music of the Church.

CHRISTMAS ORGAN MUSIC
Christmas Morning .................. .75
Vito Carnevali
The Shepherds Watch ................ .75
(Medley of Carols)
Cyr de Brant
Shepherds at the Crib ................. .60
Dom G. Hugle, O.S.B.
Christmas Carol Suite ............... .75
Theodore N. Marier
Ninna Nanna ....................... .60
M. Mauro-Cottone
Three Christmas Pieces ............. .75
Baroncelli, Agostini and De Bonis
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PARISH KYRIALE

Contains: 13 principal Gregorian Chant Masses: Credo I, III; Missa de Requiem; with Subvenite, Libera and In Paradisum; Asperges, Vidi Aquam. Simple chant hymns for Benediction added. All in modern notation. Designed to facilitate the introduction and practice of congregational singing. Widely used in schools.

LENTEN SONG

An English version of the Attend, Domine. Latin also given. Modern notation of traditional chant melody. Regarded as the Church’s finest Lenten hymn.

ADVENT SONG

An English translation of the Rorate Coeli set to the traditional melody. Latin also given. Modern notation. For use in church, school, home.

MARIAN ANTHEMS

The four hymns to the Blessed Virgin following the Divine Office in English translation adapted to the traditional melodies. Latin also given. Modern notation. With versicles, responses and prayer.

SIX CHANT MASSES

Contains: Masses I, VIII, IX, XVII, XVIII, REQUIEM (Ordinary), GLORIA (Mass XV), CREDO III, ASPERGES, VIDI AQUAM, RESPONSES. Modern notation.
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HAYDN HAS HIS DAY

IF YOU EXAMINED A RECORD CATALOGUE OF ABOUT SIX YEARS AGO TO SEE HOW HAYDN WAS REPRESENTED, YOU WOULD NOTE A FEW SYMPHONIES, A FEW SCATTERED CONCERTOS, QUARTETS, AND SONATAS — AND THAT WAS ALL. RECORD COMPANIES FELT IT NECESSARY TO CARRY READINGS OF THE OXFORD, SURPRISE, AND LONDON SYMPHONIES: AFTER ALL, EVERYBODY—EVEN RECORD PRODUCERS—WAS OF THE OPINION THAT HAYDN WAS THE COMPOSER WHO SPENT HIS LIFE MAKING PREPARATIONS FOR THE APPEARANCE OF BEETHOVEN... THE PRESENT-DAY CATALOGUE SHOWS QUITE A DIFFERENT PICTURE: AT LEAST 63 SYMPHONIES, 31 QUARTETS, NUMEROUS CONCERTI AND SONATAS—AND HEAVEN BE PRaised!... 8 Masses have found their way into the LP catalogue.

Doubtless the invention of the Long Playing technique is partly responsible for this minor miracle. Haydn and numerous other composers, whose names were formerly limited to textbooks, have certainly been served well by this remarkable discovery. But something else is even more responsible for the attention that is now being paid to Haydn, and that something is the Haydn Society (30 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Mass.), an association which was formed some years ago for the main purpose of revealing to the world the many facets of a composer whose accomplishments in the realm of music are absolutely unique, and whose greatness has long been unjustly overshadowed by nineteenth-century names.

The leaders of this organization are men who are scholars — scholars gifted with vision and sympathy. They knew that if the music of Haydn were given a chance to speak for itself, it would need no long and ingratiating apologies from them in order to make an impression. Hence the many extraordinary records of Haydn's music bearing the Haydn Society label.

Our interest here is limited to the composer's concerted Masses — with a few of Mozart's thrown in for good measure. On the envelope-container of one of the Haydn Masses, Karl Geiringer writes: "Whatever the liturgical aspects of the question, it cannot be denied that the masses and related works of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven comprise some of their greatest music." No one can justly quarrel with this statement, and hence we shall prudently put aside the question of liturgical fitness for the present, and consider the music merely as sacred music. As such these masses certainly deserve to be known by every sincere Catholic musician-teacher. Haydn's first biographer says that the master once told him that "at the thought of God his heart leaped for joy, and he could not help his music's doing the same." And anyone who listens to this music with sympathy must agree that it vibrates with joy and good spirits. For this reason every convent and seminary should have some recorded Haydn mass music at hand against the time when the inclement weather forces one to seek his recreation inside. So many derogatory remarks have been made about the "Viennese Masses" that some may harbor a lurking suspicion that this type of music will lower the standards of taste. In our own seminary, however, we found that it had quite the opposite effect. The general impression was: why can't we perform music that is at least as good as this? And of course there is the broader consideration: can a masterwork in any art vitiate one's taste?

The following are a sampling of the Haydn orchestral masses now listed in the LP catalogue.

*Missa Sanctae Caeciliae* (HSLP 2028; 2 records) Composed ca. 1768. Performed by Vienna group under Gillesberger.


From a technical point of view no serious complaint can be lodged against any of these records. In general the Viennese singers and instrumentalists — as one might well expect — perform this music with greater vivacity and feeling. The Danish ensemble uses boys for its treble voices, and though they are accurate and spirited, their quality is sweet rather than emotionally mature.

The *Missa Sanctae Caeciliae* is a cantata-mass in the fullest sense of the word, composed during that interesting period of transition when the Baroque was quite definitely out, but the Classical period was not completely in. While the gigantic fugues, the arias, the vocal and orchestral idiom all point to the period of circa 1770, this must not be taken to mean that the music lacks originality.
or individuality. One feels the spirit of church composers of the previous generation hovering over this work, but in the twinkling of an eye the feeling is dissipated and we are back in Haydn territory. It is moreover a mature Haydn that we meet here; nothing would be more erroneous than to suppose that the composer was merely "experimenting" in this mass.

This maturity is manifested by the fact that one can find herein almost every noble human emotion that can be portrayed in terms of music. There are choruses which match the majesty of Handel in his most grandiloquent pages; there are moments of suavity which only Mozart could equal; and there are sections of dramatic intensity which must have made Beethoven envious.

About twenty-five years after the composition of the Cecilia Mass, in the last decade of the century, when the composer was now a sexagenarian, his pen produced half a dozen more masses, all of them roughly half the length of the former. The three masses included in the list above are indicative of his sacred style at this period. In them we find all the best qualities of the Cecilia Mass distilled, and one might say, concentrated. The general Baroque approach to the Mass is gone; the arias have disappeared and instead the solos are more closely integrated with the chorus, and help to further the movement; the orchestra's importance in the total effort can best be described by saying that the instruments provide a symphonic texture. The louder instruments, especially the tympani and the trumpets, come strongly to the fore, causing the music to assume unusual vitality and to become rhythmically exciting. The end result is an unmistakable personal affirmation of the Christian faith. In the Missa in Tempore Belli one has no doubt from beginning to end that the times are troublous and one must go to God for peace. The one element of Baroque art that is retained in this and later masses is counterpoint: the ease with which Haydn manipulates his contrapuntal lines in these late works is certainly not the least of the mysteries of his genius.

The dramatic forcefulness which characterizes the “Mass in Time of War” evidently appealed to Haydn as a most suitable way in which to bring home the realism and reality of the mass texts. For he followed the same approach in the “Lord Nelson” Mass — except that the emotional intensity of this opus is even more urgent than in the former work. It is useless to go into details here, since what Haydn did in music is understandable only in terms of music — and therefore one must hear this mass to perceive its artistic brilliance.

The Missa Sancti Bernardi, done with such delicacy and sweet restraint by the Copenhagen Boys’ and Men’s Choir, though it has its share of climaxes and emotional fervor, is generally more calm and less demanding from an emotional point of view. There is the almost inexhaustible flow of melody — but it is used here to convey a message of gratitude, confidence, and serenity. The solo work is performed by the boys whenever the soprano voice is required, and though they are pleasing, they do not have the fullness and maturity that tradition demands in the singing of this music; this is especially noticeable when the boys are coupled with a tenor and bass in the quartet sections.

A final observation: the Haydn Society is certainly to be congratulated for the scholarly and pertinent notes printed on the cardboard envelopes. The writers of these notes give prime consideration to the historical placement of the music and to those details which have to do with the understanding of the music — and not to such absurd irrelevancies as the composer's marital problems, his popularity in London, and the like.

(In next issue: Mozart’s Masses)

F. G.

SPECIAL NOTICE

Two very interesting records (to be reviewed soon in greater detail) have recently been issued by Period, and deserve the attention of liturgical musicians.

Gregorian Chants, Vol. I (SPL 569). The first side presents an unidentified (French) Trappist monk's choir. The second side presents a number of chants sung by a group of unidentified Benedictine nuns (also apparently French).

Gregorian Chants, Vol. II (SPL 570). A variety of chant melodies sung by the Benedictine monks of En Calcat, assisted by a boys' choir. The Holy Saturday and Easter Liturgy are given special prominence.

POSITION WANTED

Organist and choir director, experienced in all types of church music, available after November 1, 1953. References furnished. Write c/o CAECILIA.
EXACTLY HOW DOES ONE GO ABOUT making a group of musically untrained people (children or adults) sing, as the saying goes, in harmony? In answer to this question we propose to outline in some detail one way of introducing “harmony” singing to any given group of musically unskilled people. We are introducing the subject of part singing in connection with the subject of Tonal Security because at a time when vowels are being practiced singly, in unison or in octaves, it is a logical step to construct on the same vowels a series of chords distributing the notes to the various voice-groupings of the chorus. This type of rudimentary exercise singers find pleasurable and profitable, giving as the exercises do, the singers in the early stages of their formation the vital experience of being the essential part of the tonal edifice which the choir director is building.

The firm, clear vowel sounds developed on the unison pitch may become lost when the choir is divided into parts; that is to say, the tonal security established with everyone singing the same syllable on a given pitch will usually be weakened when groups of singers are required to sing syllables independently of others at different pitch levels. Should this insecurity be evident at first, and it usually is, the choir director must now strive to re-establish the same tonal sureness he has achieved when the choir sings in unison. One method of achieving this goal is to employ here also the “long-tone” technique.

Inasmuch as we shall be stressing exercises for various types of voice-groupings, it might be well at this point to pause to define the terms “Equal” and “Mixed Voices” because these are the two principal categories into which fall all groups of singers. “Equal Voices” refer to a choir made up entirely of either treble or men’s voices. These groups are generally divided as follows:

- Soprano-Alto (SA)
- Soprano I — Soprano II — Alto (SSA)
- Soprano I — Soprano II — Alto II (SSAA)

or:

- Tenor-Bass (TB)
- Tenor-Tenor-Bass (TTB)
- Tenor I — Tenor II — Bass I — Bass II (TTBB)

“Mixed Voices” are those which contain a combination of treble and men’s voices such as: SATB, SAB, STB, ST, etc. It is well to note here that music written for Equal Voices will very often, though not necessarily, serve both choirs of treble and men’s voices, the only difference being the actual pitch of the voices, the treble voices sounding one octave higher than the actual pitch of men’s voices.

1. Long Tones

For choirs of beginners, whether of Equal or Mixed Voices, exercises in “chording” will give the singers their first experience in ensemble singing in harmony. This vertical arrangement of notes sounded simultaneously at different pitch levels on a neutral vowel is sure to sharpen the singers’ aural perception of pitch and tonal intensities. The exercises suggested below will show how the step is made simply and effectively from the long tone to the sung word.

1) Exercises for Equal Voices on Long Tones in Chord, Arpeggio and Scale Formations.

Note: All exercises except the No. 3 in this group are to be sung on one breath. At first all exercises are sung mezzo-piano.

The tempo of the pulsation is approximately 72 for the quarter note. In No. 3 the breath is taken after the hold.
A) Two-part Choirs: SA or TB (Men's voices sound one octave lower than written)

```
1. ah
   oo
   Sanctus
   A
   ex Maria

2. ah
   oo
   Sanctus
   Agnus
   ex Maria

3. ah
   oo
   Al-le-lu-ia
   al-le-lu-ia
   nemo

4. no
   oh
   doo doo doo...

Et vitam venturis sæcul. Amen.
```

B) Three-part Choirs: SSA or TTB (Employ the same vowels and words as above)

```


```

C) Four-part Choirs: SATB (Employ the same vowels and words as above)

Note: In the following exercise the singers renew their breath when necessary and return immediately to their note.

```
1. Be-ne-di-ca-mus Dómi-no
   Qui tol-lis pec-cá-ta mun-di

2. Be-ne-di-ca-mus Dómi-no
   Qui tol-lis pec-cá-ta mun-di

3. Be-ne-di-ca-mus Dómi-no
   Qui tol-lis pec-cá-ta mun-di

4. Be-ne-di-ca-mus Dómi-no
   Qui tol-lis pec-cá-ta mun-di
```

In the scale exercise below, practice all five of the Latin vowels employed above by singing through the entire exercise one vowel at a time. When the director is satisfied that the singers can produce a firm and steady tone on each of the vowels he sets the exercise to words listening carefully to each part for a carry-over of the vowel tone into the sung words.

Note: Tenors sing pitch one octave lower than that written in open score.
These and any other exercises or vocalizes contrived by the director will only be functional in the way of helping him build his tonal ensemble, and this is of utmost importance, if during the performance of the exercises the director corrects all poor vocal production and vowel formation as he hears it, and then continually guards against any deviation from his standard for these sounds when they are applied to a composition in practice or performance.

2. Dictation

In addition to the “chording” exercises, time must be set aside in the tuning-up routine for oral dictation. Exercises in dictation are designed to develop breath control and to produce independence on the part of the singers in sustaining their own parts in the ensemble. Dictation consists in requiring the singers to maintain their breath through the sustained tones as long as possible, until the end of the exercise, renewing the breath only when necessary. Through this method of “scattered breathing” the flow of the vowel is unbroken from beginning to end of the dictation. For the purposes of the exercise the director need use only three hand signals: to indicate the rise of pitch in a given part; to indicate the lowering of a pitch in a given part; and to indicate the point at which a change is to be made from one pitch to another.

II Dictation

Note: Each exercise is sung on a neutral vowel such as “noo”, “loh” or “lah”, etc. The breath is sustained as long as possible and renewed only when necessary. The exercises may be dictated by the director in non-rhythmic sequence. Each time a given part moves along the scale line the ensemble is checked for true pitch and tone.
B) Three-part Choirs: SSA or TTB.

In presenting vocalizations for the choir, so far we have treated only the Latin vowels because they are the most constant. Drills on such English words as "rough", "supply", "Virgin", wherein are found sounds peculiar to English, will have to be prepared by the choirmaster who must decide for himself what he wants from the singers for vowel sounds in these words. It is not possible here to describe such sounds through the written word. Drills on the sounds as "long tones" are suggested as in the above examples. If the drills are well prepared they should produce the desired results.

3. Teaching a Hymn

From chord formations and oral dictation, the next step is a logical one, namely: to teach the singers the notes of a simple hymn to be sung in parts. There should be no complexities in this first composition to be studied, either rhythmical or tonal. It may be necessary at first for the director to teach the composition by rote, phrase by phrase, with the singers following the notes of their parts from a printed copy of the hymn to be learned. In teaching the composition the director will be alert to measure the native ability of the singers and to keep his eyes and ears open to find those who will be the leaders in the various sections. Teaching each phrase of the music might follow a plan such as this one:

1) Everyone hums softly the melody while it is played or sung for them.

2) Those in the topmost part sing their line on a neutral syllable such as "noo" or "loo" while the others hum their own parts. The director sings with those assigned to the top line or accompanies them on the organ or piano for the first phrase. He will repeat this phrase until he is sure the melody has been grasped by all the singers in the top part. During each repetition the singers assigned to all the other parts must try to find their notes while humming.

3) The second part sings on "noo" or "loo" while the others, including those on the top part, hum the first phrase. The director will pay closest attention to those singing "noo".

4) This process will be repeated until the director is assured that each part is secure in singing its own line.
5) The choir sings the entire first phrase on the neutral syllable.

The director may want to teach the entire hymn this way, and after the entire composition has been taught he may want to try to sing it using the words. If he does add the words, either Latin or English, he must listen for a carry-over of the vowel practice into the sung text. The first singing may show no effect whatever of the vowel formations tried earlier. The singers will at first sing as they speak and all the defects and differences of their speech habits will be detectable in their singing. They will have to be reminded and constantly exhorted to listen carefully to the vowel sounds they are producing when they sing them on their melodic lines. More will be said later on this in the section about diction.

It is well for the choir director at this stage in the development of his group to permit the singers to practice a composition, using the words as in the case of the one described above, because in making this most rudimentary type of beginning with the group, the director and his singers arrive quickly at a common denominator of interest.

Next issue: Beginnings of Sight Reading in “Rhythmic Security”.

---
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MASSES
Recent Publications

SSA VOICES

1880 THEOPHANE — Missa Corpus Christi
1879 McGrath — Missa Antiphonals (Populus and SSA)
1859 FLORENTINE — Missa Salve Mater (Unison & SSA
1744 McDermott — Missa per Omnia Saecula
1702 BRAGERS — Missa SS. Cordis Jesu
1701 HADDOCK — Mass of the Holy Child (A cappella)
1654 JOSELLA — Missa Regina Virginum
1635 CARNEVALE — Missa Redempti Nos
1627 BALOGH — Missa Alma Pater (A cappella)
1581 PETERS — Missa of St. Joseph
1573 MOORS — Missa of the B.V.M.
1443 TATTON — Mass in C
1425 YON — Mass “Thy Kingdom Come”
1417 GRIEBACHER — Mass of St. Raphael

SATB VOICES

1935 HUYBRECHTS — Mass of St. Anthony (SAB or SATB)
1932 DALEY — Mass of St. Patrick (2 Vcs. or SATB)
1931 STRUBE — Mass of the Sacred Heart
1917 MARSH — Missa Simplex (B. Plus X)
1916 McGRATH — Missa Sine Organo (No Gloria or Credo)
1886 CAMPBELL WATSON — Mass of St. Brigid of Ireland
1874 LANGLAIS — Mass in Ancient Style
1847 SORIN — Mass of Our Lady of Lourdes
(O Sanctissima - theme)
1791 FLORENTINE — Mass of Our Lady of Fatima
1790 CARNEVALE — Missa Redempti Nos
1781 BRAGERS — Missa SS. Cordis Jesu
1763 MARSH — Missa Marialis
1677 di LASSO — Missa Quinti Toni
(without Credo)
1664 POTIRON — Missa de Sancto Joanne
(Polyphonic)
1658 BARTSCHMID — Ordinary of the Mass
1657 BARTSCHMID — Short and Easy Mass in G
1652 REFFE — Mass of the Immaculate Conception
1649 GREY — Missa “Pax Angelicus”
1634 HERNRIED — Mass in D
(Parsts divide to SSATB)
1655 McGRATH — Missa Melodica
1644 BIGGS — Missa of St. Cabrini
1622 PETERS — Missa of St. Joseph
1635 ROWLANDS — Missa Kyrie Fons Bonitatis
1516 VAN HULSIE — Missa Exultet
1500 BRAGERS — Missa Regiae Pacis
1485 PIZZOGLO — Missa of St. Francis X Cabrini
1470 MARSH — Mass of St. Lawrence
1450 SINZIG — Missa Rosa Mystica
1548 SCHEHL — Missa de Nativitate
(Christmas themes)
1370 GRETCHANNOFF — Missa Et in Terra Pax
1357 TATTON — Mass of St. Catherine of Siena
1326 DETHIER — Mass of the Holy Family
1303 YON — Mass “Thy Kingdom Come”
1304 SAPIO — Mass of St. Augustine
1298 McGRATH — Missa O Quam Suavis Est
1289 MRAZEK — Missa Regina Angelorum
1277 MARSH — Missa Regina Coeli
1271 BIMBONI — Missa Cor Jesu

McLAUGHLIN & REILLY COMPANY
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JOSEPH JONGEN, BELGIAN COMPOSER, DIES

Joseph Jongen, noted Belgian composer, died July 13 at his home in Sart-Lez-Spa, near Liege. He was 79 years old.

M. Jongen, a commander of the French Legion of Honor, had a distinguished career as composer, teacher and performer on the piano and organ. Among his best-known organ compositions are his "Chant de Mai" for organ and "Sinfonia Concertante" for organ and orchestra.

M. Jongen received his musical training at the Liege Conservatory, where he also taught until he won the Prix de Rome in 1898 with his cantata "Comala." Thereafter he spent most of his time traveling and composing. When the Germans invaded Belgium in World War I, he went to live in England. M. Jongen returned to Belgium after the war and in 1920 he joined the faculty of the Brussels Conservatory, becoming its director five years later.

J. VICK O'BRIEN OF PITTSBURGH, DIES

Dr. J. VICK O'BRIEN, retired head of the music department at Carnegie Institute of Technology and retired director of Holy Rosary Church, Homewood, died on Sunday, September 13 in Mercy Hospital, Pittsburgh. Dr. O'Brien widely known teacher, composer and director in field of sacred as well as secular music closed a long and successful career. For 51 years he was director of music at Holy Rosary Church and was one of the founders of the music department at Carnegie Technology. He also taught at Duquesne and Mount Mercy Colleges. During his formative years he studied with Joseph Cotten and Engelbert Humperdinck. A member of the Pittsburgh Musician's Club and the Pittsburgh Musical Society, the Pennsylvania State Music Teachers' Association, he also devoted much of his time to radio broadcasting and to conducting amateur performances of operas and musical plays.

COLLEGE OF NEW ROCHELLE CELEBRATES SEMICENTENARY

The Semicentenary Program of the College of New Rochelle opened on Sunday evening, September 27, with a concert by four concert and opera stars: Vivian Della Chiesa, Soprano; Eugene Conley, Tenor; Jeanette La Bianca, Soprano, and Vera Franceschi, Pianist. Giuseppe BamboShek, assisted at the piano. The program was the first in a series of cultural events scheduled for the Semicentenary year.

SEMINARY MUSIC DIRECTORS MEET

In an effort to find a solution to the many musical problems confronting those who teach music in the seminaries, 17 music directors of seminaries in the midwest met in Milwaukee on September 1 to lay the groundwork for a improving and expanding present programs. The priests came as guests of Rev. Elmer Preiz, professor of music at St. Francis Seminary in Milwaukee. Rev. Irvin Udulutsch, OFM, Cap., Chairman of the NCMEA's Seminary Department, led the discussion.

EUROPEAN ORGAN VIRTUOSI TOURING UNITED STATES AGAIN

Mr. Flor Peeters, celebrated organ virtuoso and composer, will once again tour the United States giving organ recitals. The time for his tour is October and November of 1953.

Mr. Jean Langlais, blind organist and composer from the Basilica of St. Clothsilde, in Paris, will come to the United States for his second tour in February and March of 1954. Both of these Catholic musicians have earned the acclaim of professional musicians and music lovers of this country for their eminence in the art of organ playing. It gives us pleasure to welcome them to our midst once more.

JOSEPH R. MARTUCCI GIVES FIRST PERFORMANCE OF NEW MASS

A new composition, Mass in honor of St. Barnabas was performed at the eleven o'clock high Mass on June 14, 1953, at the Church of St. Barnabas in McLean Heights, New York. Mr. Joseph R. Martucci, A.A.G.O., Ch.M., who is organist and choirmaster of the church conducted the performance. Our readers will recognize Mr. Martucci's name as composer of the Christmas composition "In David's Town" (M & R Co. 1806) composed two years ago for a choir of mixed voices, organ and chimes.

SCHOOL SISTERS OF NOTRE DAME CLOSE CENTENNIAL

The chapel of the Assumption in Notre Dame, Omaha, Nebraska, resounded with jubilation on August 15th, when a Pontifical High Mass was sung as a grand finale to the centennial celebration. This year marks the one hundredth anniversary of the founding of the School Sisters of Notre Dame whose American Provinciate is located in Omaha. Celebrant of the Mass was the Most Rev. Gerald Berdan, Archbishop of Omaha. Directed by Sister Mary Imelda, the Sister's Choir composed of approximately 30 voices, presented a program that included the Processional Ecce Sacerdos by Stadler, the Psalm Tone Proper, a complete Chant Mass Ordinary, supplementary Offertory Maria Assumpta, by Sr. M. Elaine, C.D.P., an organ postlude on the theme Ite Missa Est composed by Philip G. Kreckel, and the recessional Jubilate Deo by T. Francis Barke. Accompanist for the program was Sr. Mary Rose, S.S.N.D.

PLAINCHANT AUTHORITY DIES IN ENGLAND

Lady Abbess Laurentia, authority on plain chant and abbess of the Benedictine Abbey of Stanbrook, died August 23rd. Born Margaret McLachlan, to the wife of a Scottish accountant, she was an expert on liturgy, besides being well versed on many of the happenings of the day. She and George Bernard Shaw had exchanged many letters and one of his books, St. Joan bears the inscription "To Sr. Laurentia from Brother Berard." In spite of the semi-cloistered character of her life, Dame Laurentia was authorized by the Pope on at least three occasions to reorganize and direct the choirs of other monasteries of her order.
SOUTHAMPTON, ENGLAND

The Society of St. Gregory of England held its annual summer school this year at Training College, Southampton. A gathering of 150 people, men, women, priests, religious, lay folks, teachers, business men, students, housewives, and girls in office and domestic service converged from points as distant as Aberdeen, South Wales, Lan-cashire and East Anglia to take part in the discussions, in daily Missa Cantata and Compline, and to listen to lectures on Sacred Liturgy and Sacred Music. Instruction at the summer school revolved around the aims of the Society which are "to maintain the dignity of the Sacred Liturgy as the supreme instrument of congregational worship, to carry out the wishes of the Church in regard to Church Music as expressed in the Motu Proprio of Blessed Pius X and the instructions of his successors, and to attempt by mutual help to find a solution for the practical problems of members."

In an article reviewing the work and scope of the summer school, Rosemary Hughes writing for the London Tablet said "The major problem facing the Society of St. Gregory as a body and through its individual members is still crying out for solution: how to bring singing and in particular the singing of plainchant back to the Catholics of these islands here and now — ordinary people with no tradition of congregational singing such as non-Catholics have, and with ears saturated by the music they most frequently hear, a mixture of nineteenth-century classics and twentieth-century musical comedy. Indeed, the refreshment of spirit, brought by the actual singing during the school, at rehearsals and at corporate worship, only served to give an added point to the closing discussion, which was this year on Parish Worship. For there is no doubt that, all up and down the country, Catholics are simply not getting that refreshment of spirit because they do not sing; and far more important, are for that reason entering less deeply than they otherwise might into the unifying act of adoration of the Mass itself, besides giving and receiving less than they might through their corporate devotions.

"The problem of parish worship was discussed under two main headings: singing at Mass, by choir and congregation, and singing at evening services, whether Vespers and Compline or Benediction."

FATHER ROFF'S "NIAGARA" IS GIVEN PREMIERE

At one of the Promenade Concerts held in the Varsity Arena, Toronto, before an estimated audience of 6000 people Guy Harrison, conductor of the Oklahoma Symphony and guest conductor of the Toronto Symphony gave a world premiere performance of Rev. Joseph Roff's symphonic tone poem, "Niagara," on August 20. The composer was on hand to take several bows in response to applause of the audience who enjoyed the composer's musical impression of one of the world's most celebrated waterfalls located near his home city.

PUERI CANTORES CONGRESS TO BE HELD IN ROME, 1954

The International Federation of Boy Choirs, known as the Pueri Cantores announced that the next congress for the group would be held in April, 1954, in the eternal city of Rome. This will mark the third appearance of the International Federation in Rome. The Holy Father will celebrate Mass for the group on Low Sunday, April 25th. The fact that the Holy Father will celebrate Mass monastery chapel. Rev. Kieran Patnode, O.F.M.

for the Pueri Cantores is a mark of special favor inasmuch as the Sovereign Pontiff celebrates Mass himself only two or three times a year at the high altar at St. Peter's.

On April 9th of this year the Pueri Cantores held their congress in the city of Cologne, Germany. A diocesan meeting is being planned for the American "Pueri Cantores" in Chicago, for Sunday, November 8th, during the tour the Little Singers of the Wooden Cross will make in the United States under the direction of Msgr. Maillet. His Eminence, Cardinal Spellman, will celebrate a Pontifical Mass at that time for Little Singers, now numbering over 1000.

PARTICIPATION IN FRANCE AND SWEDEN

(Excerpts from a letter to the Editor)

When I started travelling in July this year, I went first to Paris and I was surprised to find vigorous efforts being made at the church which serves the University there to encourage the congregation to participate as fully as possible in the Mass. The priest began by ushering everyone up to the front benches and during the Mass at which the priest faced the congregation, a second priest was in the pulpit throughout leading the responses and conducting the singing of the ordinary. The result was ragged but nevertheless encouraging. Here in Stock-holm, they go from one extreme to the other. The regular choir is practically all female, and when they sing a special Mass it is invariably long and complex. They sing the chant proper, too, and it is probably not perfect, but there is no rhythm. It sounds queer. However, the congregation invariably sings Credo III and when the choir has no Mass prepared, a chant Mass is sung and the congregation tries hard to sing it. It is a rather slow and painful process and I am afraid the organ doesn't help much. I have only seen one example of the other extreme but I have been waiting a long time for it. The Bishop visited the church on the occasion of the commemoration of the church, and I realized the importance of the occasion when I heard the violins and cellos tuning up in the choir loft. An augmented choir made a very good job of the Mozart Mass in the usual concert time of two hours.

ALBANY ORGANISTS CONVENE

On October 12th a large group of organists and choir directors of the diocese of Albany, New York, met for a day of participation, lectures and discussions at the Franciscan Monastery of St. Anthony's-on-the Hudson in Rensselaer. Sister M. Rosalie, R.S.M., headed a committee that planned and carried out an interesting program.

The day started with a Solemn High Mass in the monastery chapel. Rev. Kieran Patnode, O.F.M., Conv. was the celebrant. The proper of the Mass was sung by a group of Franciscan friars and the ordinary of the Mass was sung by the delegates. Rev. Richard Curtin, Director of Music at Dunwoodie Seminary in New York, and Theodore Marier of Boston, were the guest speakers. The day closed with Benediction of the Most Blessed Sacrament in the monastery chapel sung by the delegates. Mr. John Pifer, organist and choirmaster of the Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception in Albany was organist for two performances in the chapel. He also introduced the speakers at the meetings in the gym.
CHRISTMAS SONG

(1609)
English text
by E.C. Currie

Born on This Day
(For SATB Voices)

MICHAEL PRAETORIUS (*1621)
Arranged by E. Currie

SOPRANO

Allegretto

Born on this day, E- man- u- el; Christ, the Lord.

ALTO

Born on this day, E- man- u- el; Christ, the Lord.

TENOR

Christ, the Lord.

BASS

Christ, the Lord.

So fore-told by Ga- bri- el; Christ, the Lord. Born is Christ, our

So fore-told by Ga- bri- el; Christ, the Lord. Born is Christ, our
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Lord and Saviour, our Saviour and our Lord.

Lord and Saviour, our Saviour and our Lord.

Lord and Saviour, our Saviour and our Lord. Lo, laid upon a

Lord and Saviour, our Saviour and our Lord. Lo, laid upon a

Christ, the Lord.

Christ, the Lord.

manger drear; Christ, the Lord. God is He, this baby, dear.

manger drear; Christ, the Lord. God is He, this baby, dear.

(C. 52-6)
M. & R. Co. 1940 - 4
Christ, the Lord. Born is Christ, our Lord and Saviour, our

Tempo I

Saviour and our Lord. Now shines for us a Light more sure; Christ, the

Tempo I

Saviour and our Lord. Now shines for us a Light more sure; Christ, the
Lord. Born of Mary, Virgin pure; Christ, the Lord. He is

Lord. Born of Mary, Virgin pure; Christ, the Lord. He is

Lord. Born of Mary, Virgin pure; Christ, the Lord. He is

Lord. Born of Mary, Virgin pure; Christ, the Lord. He is

Lord. Born of Mary, Virgin pure; Christ, the Lord. He is

Christ, our Lord and Saviour, our Saviour and our Lord.

Christ, our Lord and Saviour, our Saviour and our Lord.

Christ, our Lord and Saviour, our Saviour and our Lord.

Christ, our Lord and Saviour, our Saviour and our Lord.

Christ, our Lord and Saviour, our Saviour and our Lord.

(C.58-6)
M.& R.Co. 1940-4
I. LO, HOW A ROSE E’ER BLOOMING
II. SHEPHERDS IN THE FIELD ABIDING
(Arranged for Three Equal Voices)

I. Lo, How a Rose E’er Blooming

Moderato, ma animato

Attributed to M. Praetorius (+1621)
Arr. by T. N. Muter

1. Lo, how a Rose e’er bloom-ing From ten-der stem—
2. I - sa-iah ’twas fore-told it. The Rose I have

Moderato, ma animato

1. Lo, how a Rose e’er bloom-ing From ten-der stem—
2. I - sa-iah ’twas fore-told it. The Rose I have

Nihil obstat: Rev. Russell H. Davis, Censor Deputatus
Imprimatur: †Richard J. Cushing, Archbishop of Boston
Sept. 8, 1953
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men of old have sung, It came a flow'ret bright
Vir-gin Moth-er kind. To shew God's love a-right,

men of old have sung, It came a flow'ret bright
Vir-gin Moth-er kind. To shew God's love a-right,

mid the cold of win-ter, When half spent was the night.
She bore to men a Sav-iour, When half spent was the night.

mid the cold of win-ter, When half spent was the night.
She bore to men a Sav-iour, When half spent was the night.

mid the cold of win-ter, When half spent was the night.
She bore to men a Sav-iour, When half spent was the night.

(C. 58-6)
M. & B. Co. 1944-4
II. Shepherds In the Field Abiding

Words by G.R. Woodward

Andante con moto

Ancient Carol

Arr. by T.N. Marier

1. Shepherds in the fields abiding,
2. We beheld it is no fable
3. Thanks, good herdmen, true your story;

1. Shepherds in the fields abiding,
2. We beheld it is no fable
3. Thanks, good herdmen, true your story;

Tell us, when the Seraph bright
Greeted you with God incarnate King of bliss,
Swathed and cradled
Have with you to Bethlehem.

Tell us, when the Seraph bright
Greeted you with God incarnate King of bliss,
Swathed and cradled
Have with you to Bethlehem.

Nihil obstat: Rev. Russell H. Davis, Censor Deputatus
Imprimatur: Richard J. Cushing, Archbishop of Boston
Sept. 8, 1953
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CAECILIA

won-drous tid-ing what ye saw and heard that night?
in a sta-ble And the An-gel strain was this:
King of Glo-ry; Car-ol we with you and them.

won-drous tid-ing what ye saw and heard that night?
in a sta-ble And the An-gel strain was this:
King of Glo-ry; Car-ol we with you and them.

won-drous tid-ing what ye saw and heard that night?
in a sta-ble And the An-gel strain was this:
King of Glo-ry; Car-ol we with you and them.

p a tempo

Glo-ri-a, glo-ri-a.


(C.58-6)
M.& R.Co. 1941-4
TWO ITALIAN CAROLS

1. When Christ Came Down to Earth  2. O Come and Adore Him

(Tu scendi dalle stelle)             (Venite adoriamo)

Arranged for Two Equal Voices and Organ by Nino Borucchia

1. When Christ Came Down to Earth

English words by
Rev. Luke Ciampi, O.F.M.

For Two Equal Voices and Organ

Italian Carol

Arr. & Harm. by Nino Borucchia

ORGAN

Nihil obstat: Rev. Russell H. Davis, Censor Deputatus

Imprimatur: †Richard J. Cushing, Archbishop of Boston
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beau - ti - ful - ly bright, So gai - ly shone the
fred - doal ge - lo, E vie - ni - in u - na
leave the watch they kept, To shop - herds came the
mio Si - gno - re, Man - ca - no pan - ni e

stars, So beau - ti - full - ly bright. Near earth re -
grot - ta al fred - doal ge - lo. O Bam -
call To leave the watch they kept. His praise-es
fu - co, o mio Si - gno - re. Car - ro-

pos - ing Sin op - pos - ing O ver Bles - sed Beth - le -
bii - no mio di - vi - no io ti veg - go qui tre -
chant - ing, Earth - ward slant - ing The an - gel choirs an - nounce -
let - to Par - go - let - to, Quan - to que - sta po - ver -

(C. 58-6)
M. & R. Co. 1939-4
The brightest, largest star
Sent

Oh!

The birth of God made man,
Who

Piu

Who

out its rays afar
To call the Wise-men forth,
Sent

Oh!

took away the bar
From Heavens bolted gates,
Who

Giac

D.C.

 Rit.

Giac

D.C.

(C.58-6)
M.R.C. 1939-4
2. O Come and Adore Him  
(Venite adoriamo)  
English words by E.C. Currie  
For Two Equal Voices and Organ  
Italian Carol  
Arr. & Harm. by Nino Borucchia

Moderato

I

1. O come and adore Him, the manger-born Infant, For us made in-
2. O night by whose radiance our days are made joyful, Revealed by the

carnate, divine Son of Man. Ye shepherds arise now, a great light tri-
un-phant Sheds rays bright as morning, night fills its span.
gior-no Coi raggi d'in-tor-no la notte spunta.
Fa-ther Was born of a Vir-gin as sa-ges fore-told.  
Pa-dre, O be ver-gine Ma-dre in se-no por-tò.

II

CÆCILIA
PROPER OF THE MIDNIGHT MASS - CHRISTMAS
(for 2 Equal or S AT B Voices and Organ)
by Rev. A. M. Portelance. O. F. M.

INTROIT

Anonymous (Arr.)

Fine

(*) When the 2 Equal Voices are used, sing small notes wherever printed.
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SOLI

pulii meditati sunt inani.

Glori-

a

Pa-

tri, et Fili-

o, et Spiritu

i sancto.

TUTTI

Sicut erat in principio, et nunc et semper,

et in saecula saeculorum. Amen.

D. C. al Fine

D. C. al Fine

(C.58-6)

M. & R. Co. 1944-6
1. Tecum principio in die virtutis tuae; in splendóribus sanctórum,
2. Dixit Dóminus Dómino meó: Sede a dextris meóris:

1. Tecum principio in die virtutis tuae; in splendóribus sanctórum,
2. Dixit Dóminus Dómino meó: Sede a dextris meóris:

1. Tecum principio in die virtutis tuae; in splendóribus sanctórum,
2. Dixit Dóminus Dómino meó: Sede a dextris meóris:

ex útero ante luciferum
donec ponam inimícos tuos scabéllum pedum tuórum.

ex útero ante luciferum
donec ponam inimícos tuos scabéllum pedum tuórum.

ex útero ante luciferum
donec ponam inimícos tuos scabéllum pedum tuórum.

(C.53-6)
M. & R. Co. 1944-6
MUSIC PUBLICATIONS FOR
PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS

Music for Life

Our Prayer Songs
Melodies with English words to be used with course materials in religious instruction in the grades. Grades I through VI now ready.

Chant Melodies
A graded series of chants intended for school, college or the home. May be used to supplement a secular school music series.

Standard Gregorian Chants
A basic repertoire of chants in Gregorian notation for use at Mass, Benediction and the principal liturgical functions of the church year.

Rudiments of Music
A graded text of questions and answers prepared for beginners in music by a former director of the music in the public schools of Boston, Massachusetts.

Send for catalogue listings of these and other important publications
Copies will be sent on approval

McLAUGHLIN & REILLY CO.
45 FRANKLIN STREET, BOSTON 10, MASS.
National Headquarters for Catholic Church and School Music
LOOK! Teaching is fun

When You Use

SONG BOOKS WITH A PLAN

It is a tragic fact that thousands of students graduate each year knowing little more about music than they did when they first entered school. The reason is easy to understand when we realize that the music teaching materials consist mostly of hodge-podge collections of songs with little or no logic in the presentation of music problems. If we tried to teach arithmetic with such poorly arranged materials, the results would be the same. SONG BOOKS WITH A PLAN put results into teaching for they begin with songs using the simplest of reading problems and follow through step by step. You will be amazed at the results you will achieve. Give yourself a treat and order a set of these books today.

THE "HARRY SEITZ 3-FOLD VOCAL METHOD"

- Voice-Training, Sight-Singing and Rhythmic Training. ALL IN ONE BOOK. You will be surprised at the progress your students will make with this fine book. Price 60¢.

PRIMARY GRADES

- NOTE-READING IS FUN. This outstanding book fills a long-felt need for the primary grades. Note-reading problems are presented in such an interesting way that children actually love to read by note. What is more, they learn to do it quickly and with ease. The reading problems are presented through the medium of delightful songs suitable for program as well as study purposes. Twelve plastic note discs, which are to be used with the large music staff in the book, are included with each book ordered. PRICE: 60¢.

NEW "SING-TIME" SERIES

This new series, like the other series, is based upon the fact that singing offers far greater joys to the student who can read the songs by note than it does to the student who must learn the songs by hearing them repeated over and over to him as if he were a parrot instead of an intelligent human being. Note reading in this series is as easy as reading words from the printed page, for each reading problem is presented in logical order. It takes no special skill to teach with this series for the books are self-instructive. Use this series and you will never again want to be without it.

SING - TIME, Book I (Primary Grades)
The simplest and most helpful book of its kind ever printed. It makes music teaching a joy for teacher and pupil alike. You will be amazed at the quick results you will achieve. PRICE: 75¢, with large staff and 8 wood note discs.

SING - TIME, Book II (Two-Part S. A.)
Two-Part singing becomes exceedingly simple with this book. Even the slower students will be surprised to see how quickly they can learn to read and hold their part. Both you and your students will treasure this book. Price: 75¢.

THE "SIGHT READING FUN" SERIES by Carl Vandre

- SING OR PLAY SIGHT READING FUN. Another wonderful book for the primary grades. Beginning with songs using only the first three notes of the scale, the student is skillfully guided from problem to problem. PRICE: 50¢.
- TWO-PART SIGHT READING FUN (S.A.). This book proves that two-part singing is easy when you have properly graded materials. Students look forward to the music period wherever this book is used. PRICE: 50¢.
- THREE-PART SIGHT READING FUN (S.S.A.). Teachers who have used this book call it the most outstanding of its kind. The interesting chord drills plus the pleasing songs provide a foundation for three-part singing which cannot be duplicated in any other way. PRICE: 50¢.
- S.A.B. SIGHT READING FUN. Fills a real need for the 7th, 8th and 9th grades. Boys and girls alike develop a greater interest wherever this book is used. Delightful songs and helpful drills are pleasingly blended. PRICE: 50¢.
- FOUR-PART SIGHT READING FUN (S.A.T.B.). This popular book presents a pleasing blend of catchy drills and melodic songs. The music reading ability of a group increases rapidly wherever this book is used. It is wonderful for "a capella" training. PRICE: 50¢.
- SIGHT READING FUN FOR CHANGED VOICES. A real sulphur and molasses tonic for sleepy boy voices. Beginning with unison songs and drills, the boys are gradually enabled to sing the two-part, three-part and four-part songs like professionals. A real boon to Boys' Glee Clubs and Choruses. PRICE: 50¢.

FREE Receive one book free, (your own selection) if you send an order amounting to $1.00 or more. Just include this "Free Coupon." — This offer is limited strictly to teachers and school officials and is limited to one per customer.

10% discount on all orders of 30 or more books WE PAY THE POSTAGE

HANDY-FOLIO MUSIC CO. 2821 N. 9th STREET MILWAUKEE 6, WISCONSIN